RECORDS AND SOUNDS THAT WORK
GELUIDE WAT WERK VIR JAKKALSE
I am often phoned and friends ask me what I think, they say “ek
was gister aand uit en niks kom in nie” or something like that…
What I can say is I have been calling jackals for a few years
now and in my time of calling I have tried many things and
sounds, I DO KNOW what works and what don’t.
It is important to write down what sounds you used at that
same farm and what date, so next year it gives you an idea, it
won’t always work the next year but will assist you.
I use a system on farms I use my own digital callers, then the
next time I use a Foxpro and I swop and change and use
sounds that work, if I use a Foxpro these are sounds that DO
work.
NOTE don’t over call, don’t call to much, don’t call to loud and
don’t let sounds echo.
My last 3 hunts at one farm with my partner throughout the
year, was March, December and March, hunt one was 12
jackals, hunt two was 12 jackals, 3 Rooikatte, and hunt three
was 8 jackals, 1 Rooikat.

SOUNDS that worked
worked well.

FOXPRO CALLER
• Antelope Fawn
• Chicken Distress #1
• Dying Jack
• Jackrabbit Distress
• Luscious Lips

THESE
SOUNDS DO
WORK !!!!

MY PERSONAL CALLER
I have a few sounds I do not sell, and these are my
personal sounds, the one is a male jackal for March / April
and another a territorial sound that I have success with
about 70% of time when I use it, another with a mild jackal
calling, known to me and my friends as the famous “10
barks”.
The secret is sounds not all the Karoo jackals know and
have heard, and sounds not sold by the hundreds by people
in the CO OP, badly copied and scratchy.
Keep stats on your kills, place, moon, place, time, sound,
date etc, it will tell a story, and next year try it again, it
may work.
BUT these sounds above do work, buy a caller and use the
sounds that work, just know the basics on how to call and
hunt in general.
ALWAYS TRY USE 3 calls at the same time, minimum 2,
place jackal vocal downwind barking now and again, and two
food calls into wind and 50m apart, play one then the
other etc, make it sound like the rabbits moving etc, it
does work. Create a story to kill a jackal, then you will see
how easy jackal hunting really is.
Happy hunting.

Gary
Remember it is not always the sounds
that are not working, remember you can
have all the good sounds, BUT if you don’t
know how to hunt and call these sounds
wont help you at all, no matter how good
they are!!!!!!!!.

